Special tool 8186

Description Lever extension with push-button in steps Roller head adjustable in steps Extra
narrow, with recessed push button Maximum power transmission in the narrowest area Optimal
leverage in minimal work area Special tool steel. Properties Function attribute 1: adjustable
Material1: special tool steel Packaging contents: 1. Show further properties. Article No. VAT
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Wiki User. With a special puller. Timing chain. In a Dodge Intrepid : The 2. It's a load of a
job,Remove radaitor, all hoses, pullys, belts,Valve covers, timing chain tensioner and guides.
Make sure to line up the 3 marks on timing chain so you have correct timing. Reinstall tensioner
and make sure it is recharged all the way out Turn engine by hand with a wrench to make sure
chain is tight and timing is correct Very important. Reassemble engine in reverse order. This
would be a good time to replace the timing chain and tensioner if over , miles, good luck. Timing
belt. The timing chain tensioner bolt sticks out the back left side of the cylinder head. Take the
timing chain cover off on the left side of the motor too see the inside to the chain tensioner. It is
important to know what is and it not inside of a car while driving or owning it. Yes, a Intrepid 3.
If a Dodge Intrepid timing chain goes out a valve in the head can easily be damaged. No, timing
chain doesn't need replacing. Not usually. The tensioner is know to wear, crack and then break.
The timing chain and tensioner should be replaced at , miles. This is a pretty big job that can be
done with the motor in the car. There is no Timing Belt. It has a Timing Chain ,, inside the
Engine. The only way to know which style tensioner you have is to remove the crank pulley and
timing cover and look. Remove beltUnbolt tensioner and remove. Some had a spring tensioner,
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